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SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE TAX AND 22% SERVICE CHARGE. OFFER CANNOT BE

COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT OR PROMOTION. VALID THROUGH NOVEMBER 31, 2019.

PUMPKIN SPICE BODY GLOW                                                                (50-MINUTES)   $130
Indulge in our pumpkin spice sugar scrub treatment which will hydrate and nourish your skin as well as assist in cell 

 regeneration. This is the ultimate experience for the body.

 
PUMPKIN SPICE MANICURE & PEDICURE                       HANDS   (50-MINUTES)   $60                      

FEET   (60-MINUTES)   $80
The luxurious sweet and spice aroma is the perfect cozy fall treatment. Repair your hands and feet with a creamy soak,

pumpkin enzyme mask, sugar-spice scrub, cuticle and nail maintenance all while you enjoy pumpkin spice latte! A polish

application or nail shine and buff finish the service.
 

TRANQUILITY PRO-SLEEP TREATMENT                                              (50-MINUTES)   $130
Inspired by the Indonesian Sea Malay Massage, this exceptional ritual acts in synergy with our Tranquillity™Sound and 

 essential Oil Blend to effectively induce a state of deep rest. Ideal as jet lag recovery.
 

REMEDY FACIAL                                                                                           (50-MINUTES)   $130
An innovative, fortifying approach to sensitive, delicate skin. With a Prebiotic from sugar beets, promoting cutaneous

resilience, and Marula Oil, this facial calms skin discomfort, relieves neuroinflammation and reinforces the skin’s defense.

 

SALT BATH FLOTATION THERAPY                                                         (60-MINUTES)   $109
This therapy offers a deep relaxation state achieved by allowing the body to recover from stress. Pain is relieved, blood flow is

stimulated through all the tissues, natural endorphins are released and the brain gives out alpha waves associated with

relaxation and meditation. The 800 pounds of salt relaxes the muscle tissue and releases muscle tissue pain.

 

ACUPUNCTURE DETOX                                                                               (30-MINUTES)   $89
A combination of the most effective styles to treat pail, emotional difficulties, headaches, digestive issues and others

symptoms. This session will include energy analysis and detox acupuncture that can be done with or without needles.

 

NON-INVASIVE CRYO-ONE FACE LIFT                                              (40-MINUTES)   $279
Experience a non-invasive face lift with immediate results after one session that last for weeks. This treatment reverses the

aging process by stimulating collagen production and visibly reducing wrinkles.

 

SPA BOUTIQUE
Peony & Me Products - 50% OFF
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BLACK FRIDAY SPECIAL - LIMITED TIME ONLY

NOVEMBER 29, 2019 - 9AM - 7PM

Purchase a gift certificate for $200 or more on Friday November 29th, and receive (5) $20 vouchers

to use towards spa services of your choice, or share them with friends and family!  ($100 Value)


